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About This Game

Monkey Island meets Over the Garden Wall, in a dark forest somewhere in Sweden.

In this cozy little point-and-click fairy-tale, you are a gnome on an abandoned farm. When you realize that humans have come
to live there once more, you find yourself useful again - but also that you might have to work harder than ever to keep them safe

from the dark creatures that lurk out in the forest. You might even have to call on some of the fair folks for help. Their aid,
however, does not come without a price...

The game draws heavily from Swedish folk lore, with art inspired by artists such as John Bauer and Alvaro Tapia. It uses puzzles
and riddles to tell its story, and there are several different ends to it. The player will also get to experience unique music and
compelling voice over, as well as discover part of Sweden’s history, since the game takes place in the 19th century - a time

where over a million people left the country to avoid starvation and build a new life for themselves.

This game was created by one person over 6 months, plus a composer who made the wonderful music. It fits anyone who would
like to experience an atmospheric and cozy fairy-tale, that might remind you of the stories you heard as a child.
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Ideal puzzle platformer for those who enjoy the genre.

Secrets to find and a map system that work well together.

Playing as a goat and a mouse made the game all that more charming.

(And hey! Level editor!). Very beatiful game with it`s own atmosphere, but not without minuses tho.
+ God Simulator in Populous-3-style more then Black&White
+ Nice graphics: very simple, PC with medium configuration will play it on high level
+ Easy to learn, simple mechanics

Now about minuses:
- Bugs with Save\/Load. You can`t load saved game at all, but you can start last level anew.
- Stupid AI, you can win using simple strategies. One level of difficulty.
- Short compaign, which is ended with eternal sandbox level without opponents: you just build a town.
- There`s now help tips or some mission targets. You will play by your own. It`s bad if read it with previous point.
- Very simple graphic.
- Controls are not comfortable - it was better to do like in Pop3 (I mean camera and screen)
- Charmed iron... ffs, why did you do that? For what? Can you explain what player should to do with that thing with some tip or
help box? I spent for 2-3 hours trying to understand hoe to use it. I did, but... ffs

Totally it is a good game, better then Godus Wars... I was pretty surprised and played for 25 hours in it.
Cool, nice game.. There are 60~ unique realms in this game. Lots of whimsical fun. Steep learning curve.
. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games they don't leave such a dark and eerily haunting presence such as
the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to it most games leave out the fun little puzzles that make your
game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't fend off until you find their cryptonite or solve the
gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't wait to play all the episodes.

-The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low.. fail game!
dont buy\/play it! + do not buy the badge! h3h3~ =(. i think this is a great game tho i wish more peaple are online but its still a
great game and really fun. Wanted to love this game, but just as unstable as FHM4 was, maybe worse. Game is more tedious,
and randomly crashes in as little as a few minutes of play. Save your money.
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Nice art style, but boring gameplay. Despite the fact that it looks like a side scroller, it's actually more like MMO cooldown
gameplay, which will always suck.. Backgrounds in this game for your Steam profile are good - this is why I recommend.
(Did not even launch the game, just idling for cards). total garbage. I almost fell asleep while this robot was talking right into my
ear in terribly mixed piercing voice, and was just plain annoying. Nothing scary happens in this crappy video. waste of time.

If you are willing to spend like 20 minutes of listening to the most stock and cliche monologues in the universe in a terrible ear
piercing quality, only to see nothing really happening (you can't see what is happening, and it's only for like 3 seconds, no joke),
and then read the credits for another 40 minutes, then this one is for you.. Looked like a fun game & is not disappointing at all.
Nice looking levels and good solid game mechanics. I did not need to spend time on managing my inventory or upgrades.
However is missing some essential features like coop & setting graphic resolution.
. Loved it!
https://youtu.be/DWhhtMudBXQ
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